
Selling Gold Online 

With gold prices remaining so high right now it seems there really has never been a better 

time to be selling your gold jewellery and coins. Presuming you want to get the very best 

selling gold deals possible – selling gold online is surely the best option to take at the 

moment. If you want to find the very best cash for gold prices right now – just search online 

and find one of the reputable online gold traders eager to hear from people looking to sell gold 

for cash now. 

Methods of selling gold 

In order to make sure that you make the best decision possible when it comes to selling your 

gold jewellery etc., it's only fair to make sure that you fully understand the options available 

to you as a member of the public when it comes to selling gold. In effect you have five 

options opened up to you, although the fifth might be a tricky one to find in some places. 

Selling your gold online is, of course, probably the best option to consider. The others are 

selling it to one of the companies buying gold through the mail, selling your gold to a High 

Street dealer that's set up just to buy gold from the public, selling your gold to a High Street 

jewellery store or, if you can find one, selling your gold to an official US mint dealer.  

The problems with not selling your gold online 

It's pretty much of common knowledge now that selling gold through a company that solely 

uses the mail to interact with sellers are probably best avoided. Before mailing your gold to 

them they provide little, if any, information as to how much cash you can expect to receive 

and will invariably leave you disappointed with what you do get in the end. As for selling 

your gold to a High Street gold dealer or jewellery store – unfortunately, because of their 

overheads in running High Street stores, they will be unable to offer the sort of gold prices 

you're after. Finally, whilst a US mint gold dealer may be in a position to offer a competitive 

rate for your gold, especially US mint gold coins – they may as well want a very high degree 

of proof that the gold is yours to sell, which isn't always possible given that a lot of gold 

jewellery and coins could well have been given to your as gifts for various occasions. 

The advantages of selling gold online 

With so many options open to you for selling gold coins and gold jewellery – why should you 

choose to sell your gold online? Price is always important, and we'll come on to that in a 

moment. But just as important as getting a good price is being satisfied in your own mind that 

you really have got the best price possible or made the best possible deal. By searching online 

for something like “gold buyers” or “sell gold online” etc. – you will hit quite a few websites 

offering such gold buying services. Now then, exactly the same as if you're looking to buy 

something online, you can compare the different websites and the prices they offer – deciding 

for yourself which one to choose. Don't forget here that just because a website seems to be 

offering a good selling gold price it does not automatically mean that it is trustworthy! So, 

you can also use your internet skills/knowledge here to think – „hey, if that website for gold 

sellers is popular then it'll probably be a good one to use.‟ In other words, do be careful and 

make sure you choose reputable cash for gold buyer. 

Selling gold online prices 

http://cashforgoldusa.com/
http://www.usmint.gov/mint_programs/firstSpouse/


The first thing to consider here is that if you look up the latest gold prices on Wall Street or 

some similar place – the prices you see will not be the same as those you can expect to get for 

the gold jewellery you want to sell. First off, official gold prices are invariably for the very 

purest gold whereas yours, that you are selling, could be something like 9 carat gold making it 

considerably less than 50% pure. The important thing to remember here is that you can make 

hundreds of dollars just by selling old gold jewellery that you no longer like or wear – and 

then spend that cash on some new jewellery or anything else you like. Need more tempting to 

sell gold online now? Gold prices are currently 6% up on what they were 6 months ago and 

over 20% up on last year.  

 

http://cashforgoldusa.com/

